1. Vaccine Acceptance at Its Highest Yet

For the week, 68% of the U.S. public now say they are very or somewhat likely to get vaccinated. This is the highest acceptance rating seen so far, with acceptance being as low as 68% at the beginning of March.

Individuals 65+ are at 91% acceptance in likelihood to get vaccinated, followed by those ages 18-64 at 71%, with COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy being highest among those ages 18-26.

Today, nearly eight in ten (77%) say they are very or somewhat likely to get vaccinated. This is a 5-point increase from last week and a 12-point increase from a year ago.

Americans are still more unlikely to get the vaccine than White Americans (33% vs 47%), and Black Americans (23% vs 33%), with acceptance among Hispanics being the highest among ethnicities at 37%.

For the last year, we have tracked many sentiments surrounding COVID-19, but perhaps the metric with the most observation is Americans' acceptance and likelihood for the vaccine to rise and we see just how far Americans are willing to go to get the jab.

With vaccine acceptance on the rise, Americans are inching closer to getting back to normal. Some are even willing to travel to infinity and beyond if it means that they can...